
eLONG-LIFE Trumpet 12V TE40 - Electronics
Horn

Part Number - 007.728-981
MRP : INR 3399

Details
HELLA has more than 100 years of experience in manufacturing high-quality
acoustic devices and ensure a pleasant & harmonic sound. We work with
vehicle manufacturers so you can rest assured that your horns feature state-
of-the-art and the best technologies.
The quality of horns is not easy for people to gauge. HELLA quality isn‘t just
seen, it‘s also heard: our specialized experience in developing horns and air
trumpet horns complies with strict ECE and OEM requirements, both in
applications for two wheeler, passenger cars and commercial vehicles. Our
manufacturing plant HELLA India Automotive (HIA) is fully committed to
research and development as well as showing a strict adherence to quality
manufacturing.

For various vehicle applications, HELLA provides recommendations on how
to choose the right product. You can find details in the product page. HELLA
recommends mounting a horns in pair to replace the vehicle's horn.
Volume : This is one of the main key performance indicators for a horn's
characteristics. HELLA has a wide product range of horns in the volume
range of 109 dB(A) to 115 dB(A)
Functional Principle : Signal horns are powered by battery current,
which is normally controlled by a switching current, which is, in turn,
controlled by the steering wheel. This is sent to a relay, which ensures a
uniform power supply for the horn. As soon as there is supply voltage at the
horn‘s solenoid, its armature is attracted together with the diaphragm. The
power supply is triggered cyclically, meaning that there is an audible
oscillation: the signal. If the horn is electronic, the oscillation is, of course,
generated via the electronics. That is the reason why an electronic horn is
much more trouble-free than a classic horn, where the oscillation is
generated by mechanically controlling the solenoid.
Application : Horns are a mandatory part of the safety equipment of a
vehicle. A particularly perceptible sound is necessary in order to be able to
warn other road users optimally in dangerous situations. Our signal horns
offer you a high level of functional reliability.

 

Features
Application UNIVERSAL

Rated Voltage 12V

Current Max 8.0 Amp

Frequency 400/500 Hz

Sound 109 to 115 dB (A)

Warranty
  

Warranty Description:-
3 Years from the Date of Purchase.

*Warranty will be applicable only
when user will register the warranty
through Toll-Free number
/Shop4Hella or warranty manual
filled and stamped by retail shop at
the of purchase, provided within the
box. 
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